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NOTES 

To be seen in conjunction with my initial representations to the plan made on 26th February 2017 

and the additional statement of 4th December 2017 to Housing Topic Paper November 2017. 

There are also similar responses dated 26thJanuary 2018 to some other ‘Inspectors Matters’ which 

cross refer to the comments for this Matter. 

 

Issue 1 Q4.2 & Q4.3 

There is a vast swathe of land to West of A444 (Bedworth By - Pass) that would satisfy the overspill 

from Coventry and would put commuter traffic straight onto a major trunk route.  

I understand there may be doubt about Coventry figures as they may have been based on student 

influx which will mostly go in the special accommodation blocks being built around Coventry. 

 

Issue 1 Q4.7 

This asks about transport links for Bulkington.  

HSG9 Land off Golf Drive with 621 houses proposed has no links other than by car or an hourly bus 

service to town centre (except Sundays and bank holidays) 

 

Issue 3 Q4.10 & Q4.11 

I understand from councillors that since the examination process began several other sites suitable 

for development have been put forward to NBBC. Whilst I am unable to obtain details of these sites 

due to ‘confidentiality’ one of these is believed to be along A444 and another near Chetwynd 

Drive/Bulkington Lane. There are others besides these according to what has been said locally. 

 

Issue 3 Q4.15 

If HSG9 is built there will only be one small field providing green belt protection for Nuneaton and 

Bedworth from land of the adjoining Borough of Rugby. This does not represent an effective or 

sustainable green belt border. 

 

 



Issue 3 Q4.17 

HSG9 is productive farmland and already has a public footpath across it. 
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